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Qigong Grand Circulation is a path toward spiritual enlightenment.Spiritual Enlightenment—A
uniquely human endeavor; a universal and timeless quest to understand the mysteries of life. It
perhaps began when humans looked at the stars and first felt the enchantment of awe.In our
current times, our minds are overwhelmed in the constant pursuit and the lure of technological
advancement.Our bodies are under constant attack by pseudo-foods, poisons, and sedentary
lifestyles.Our spirit is chaotic, balancing dogma and fear.The search for spiritual development
has never been more urgent.Consider the unification of mind, body, and spirit.This book
provides traditional and modern scientific definitions of Qì and practices to guide you on the
path toward spiritual growth. There are many paths on this quest. Unique to qìg�Öæp is the
indivisibility of the mind-body-spirit. Training of one of these aspects is the training of all
three.Contents includeTraditional and modern scientific analysis of QìBuddhist and Daoist—
differences in approachBreathing techniquesFundamental Concepts of Small and Grand
CirculationMuscle/Tendon Change Grand CirculationBrain/Marrow Washing Small and Grand
CirculationDr. Yáng, Jwìng-M��æp has once again brought his unique scholarship and experience
to write an insightful analysis of this ethereal and profound idea of spiritual enlightenment. His
approach has always been to provide the information—a map—for the path.The path is yours
to take.

About the AuthorDr. Yang, Jwing-Ming is a world-renowned author, scholar, and teacher of
qigong and Chinese martial arts. He has been involved in martial arts since 1961 and
maintains over 55 schools in 18 countries. Dr. Yang’s writing and teaching include the subjects
of qigong, kung fu, tai chi chuan, massage, and meditation. He is the author of over 35 books
and 80 videos. Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming teaches and resides at YMAA Retreat Center in Miranda,
California.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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a rare and difficult transformative mental and physiological process resulting in nothing short of
omniscience and escape from the cycle of rebirth.Practitioners for thousands of years have
recognized that the powerful energy aroused by our desire is an indispensable resource for
enlightenment. Because human life is inseparably linked with desire, we must transform and
repurpose this tremendous energy.Recent decades of gradual opening of Buddhist culture to
the world has resulted in more details of the practices becoming available to the public. “Subtle
body” energy work had been known long before the word Qìg�Öæp was used and is a common
component—though this is usually kept quiet—of major religions, including the Daoist,
Buddhist, and Hindu philosophies. In the Buddhist sutras, or sacred texts, the winds (Qì/
energy), channels (meridians/pathways), and drops (essence/chemistry) are referred to and
can sometimes be mistranslated metaphorically by those unfamiliar with Qìg�Öæp Grand
Circulation.Along the journey of inner cultivation, whether in yoga, meditation, or Qìg�ÖærÀ over
time one may experience deeper levels of meditative absorption that can fundamentally
transform the mind and body. This may sometimes result in supernatural abilities or spiritual
powers, alternately considered a gift and an obstacle along the path. These Siddhis (translated
from Sanskrit as “fulfillment” or “accomplishments”) are a natural manifestation of our innate
mind-body potential, resulting in clairvoyance, psychic powers, mind over matter, and ultimately
reopening the Third Eye. Dr. Yáng has spent his lifetime developing and revealing a modern
scientific understanding of this complex mental and physiological process that we undertake in
tantric practice.The topic of partner Qìg�Öæp dual cultivation, or partner meditation, is sometimes
popularized as tantric sex and has been visualized most prominently as the “Yab-yum” image.
Vajray��æ� Buddhists and the Nyingma School of Tibet specialize in this esoteric or “secret”
technique. This sometimes confuses people, as the general understanding is to subdue desire
and attachment to end our lifetime of suffering, as expressed in the Buddha’s first teaching of
the Four Noble Truths.Logically, this desire-based practice is trained only after years of
fundamental discipline. It is considered very difficult and kept only for the most skillful
practitioners and is therefore often practiced only as a visualization by most students. This
intimate technique utilizes the heightened energy and chemistry of arousal while teaching you
to conserve the accumulated Qì and has been described as the “highest yoga”:When the
completion stage practices have been mastered and we have gained control over our subtle
energy winds and so forth, there will come a time when the dakas and dakinis will come …
physically embracing such a consort is necessary to bring all the pervading energy winds into
the central channel, a prerequisite for opening the heart center and experiencing the
profoundest level of clear light.” —Thubten Yeshe (1935–1984)If one is capable of calmly
abiding within this pinnacle of energy, while unifying the mind and body into a single point of
awareness free of all concepts, remaining present in an infinite moment, this practice can
powerfully transform the body and spirit. Whether solo or with a partner, the practice of Qìg�Öæp
Grand Circulation will benefit all aspects of your life.David SilverCape Cod, MA
2021ForewordThomas G. Gutheil, MD“…to marry the past and present, and give birth to the
future.” p. 19“Qìg�Öæp practitioners in scholar and medical Qìg�Öæp societies are aiming for a calm,
peaceful, and harmonious mind…” p. 69In the late 70s, I was watching the first Star Wars
movie with a friend and encountered the first explanation of “the Force” that plays such an
important role in the story. When Obi-Wan Kenobi revealed how the Force permeated and
flowed through everything, I leaned over to my friend in the adjoining seat and whispered (we
were, after all in a theater), “Sounds like Qì.” “I thought so too,” he replied.The force, though
fictional, conveys a number of instructive images. A flow of energy, able to affect the material
world (as when Luke Skywalker summons his light saber to his hand); a self-development



process, as when Luke exercises under Yoda’s guidance; and the description of the Jedi
concept as an “old religion.” Recurrent mention is made of the need for “balance in the Force”;
these ideas and images from a totally different realm provide a mental framework on which to
build an understanding of energy flow, physical strengthening, balance of forces, and spiritual
development. This framework helps to convey the essence of the topics in this book, exploring
the theoretical roots of Qì and its related applied practice, Qìg�ÖæråF†P reader of this work is
entering into a subject that—although clearly ancient—involves new concepts, new language,
and new terminology – a daunting prospect. Fortunately, there is at hand one of the foremost
interpreters of this ancient material in Dr. Yáng, Jwìng-M��ærÀ whose extensive experience and
wide research have pulled together many separate elements of the field to make them
accessible to any reader, Western or Eastern; through many related publications he has
shared his understanding with a wide audience. Step by step, leading the reader by the hand
as it were, he takes you from the basics to a more complex and deeper understanding.The
complexity of this subject, indeed, defies summary, but there are certain points and trends
discussed in this introduction that may serve for the beginning reader as an orientation to the
topics covered. First, the book attempts to link the ancient and the modern, connecting
traditional Chinese theories such as Qì and Qìg�Öæp with modern concepts of bioelectricity.
Adjusting Qì flow is at the heart of Chinese medical science and principles of health, as well as
regulating the disturbed “emotional mind.” Just as the more familiar term, G�Öævak (sometimes K�¶æp
F�²• means energy (effort) over time, Qìg�Öæp involves energy, time—and patience.Like those of
blood and lymph, Qì is understood to have its own circulation, described in appropriate detail in
this book and clarified by helpful analogies and metaphors as usual. Qì circulation is best
understood by a dominant analogy in this text: an electric circuit. Electric circuit imagery is one
of several analogies that aid in the understanding of Qì principles. Another is the notion of the
factory, where things are produced. But these concrete images are not the whole picture: fire
and water imagery also illustrate, respectively, excitement/inflammation versus cooling,
calming, and centering. Water imagery may also clarify: as water may have reservoirs and
pipes, Qì has storage locations in the body and channels through which to flow.In this book
Master Yáng crafts a didactic braid from a multitude of strands. These include Buddhism and
Daoism and their respective differences; connection to acupuncture theory, meridians, Qì
channels, cavity theory, and martial arts (Grand Circulation has special application to this last
practice). The various forms of spirit and their relationship to breathing are also described.The
book itself benefits from copious photos and diagrams that aid in picturing the processes being
described. For each Chinese term employed, an English transliteration and the corresponding
Chinese ideograms are supplied; in addition, in many cases, the original metaphoric translation
is provided, offering insight into the roots of the terminology. Useful supplementary references
appear throughout.In sum, it is unlikely that a deeper exploration of Qì and Qìg�Öæp theory can
be found anywhere. The reader in search of deep understanding has found the perfect
guide.Thomas G. Gutheil, MDHarvard Medical SchoolForewordRoshi Teja Fudo Myoo
BellWhen asked, “Who are you? A god, a saint, an enlightened master?” Siddhartha Gautama
—the historical Buddha—did not answer with personal information; instead, he simply said, “I
am Awake!” This was not an arrogant statement but one of lucid recognition and humble self-
realization. In this declaration is an embodied understanding that liberation from delusion and
“waking up” is not about a system of belief but a direct experience that is based on the real
spiritual insight that arises from practice. In their radical engagement with the path of liberation,
earnest seekers of truth continue to evolve both their level of insight and the quality of their
practice. This liberation is, in part, breaking free of habitual personal and cultural patterns that



keep us from the direct recognition of our true interconnected nature with the universe itself—
the Dào. Dr. Yáng has referred to this process as “letting go of your mask.” Letting go, indeed!
From the time Buddhism first arrived in China, Buddhist philosophy, along with its insight
meditation techniques and mindfulness awakening practices, has had a most auspicious
connection to the existing Daoist culture. Each system and tradition of practice positively
impacted the other without either losing its fundamental identity. This was not about
competition but rather a mutual appreciation—not so much a marriage but learning and
enhancing each other.The Axial Age (between the 8th and 3rd centuries BCE) saw the
appearance of great teachers like L�æ÷¦’À Zhu��æw¦’À Confucius, and the historical Buddha—
Siddhartha Gautama. Their teachings were radically new and transformative for humanity,
having had a profound impact on world culture and spiritual understanding right up to the
present day. Within certain of these Daoist and Buddhist traditions, and intimately connected
with the teaching and the methodologies of meditation and mindfulness, are the profoundly
integrating, coherency-creating, and well-being promoting work that we have come to know as
Qìg�Öærà This process of transformation is the fulcrum point that potentially integrates cognitive
understanding with embodied direct knowing and in its finer expression is called Internal
Alchemy. Qìg�Öæp meditation helps to establish a first-person knowing and trust in the universe
that is beyond doubt. Together, the cognitive and scholarly engagement, along with the direct
personal and transpersonal experience of the Dào—by any name the Dào may be known—is
the foundation and the expression of what we might call enlightenment. Understood in this way,
enlightenment is not a single momentary experience but an unfolding process that may include
stages of personal psychological and moral development as well as dimensions of
transcendent state experiences that arise from contemplative training, including the finer
stages of Qìg�Öæp practices like the principles of Yìj�¶æ¡+ng and the spiritual endeavor of the X��7QÐj�¶ærà
Experienced practitioners know this to include the transmutation of the three treasures, the S��à
B�æùt¡+ng to Qì to Shén.As a Buddhist priest and a Daoist practitioner, as well as a teacher of
these traditions and practices, I have found Dr. Yáng’s teaching and in-depth research to be
invaluable to my experiential understanding of Qìg�Öæp and my dharma heritage.Dr. Yáng’s
research and translations are extraordinary in themselves, yet he has also brought something
else equally relevant and necessary to a grounded actualization of Qìg�Öæp meditation: a clear
and legitimate voice of modern science and the scientific method. Dr. Yáng has been able to
explain Qì in terms of bioelectrical energy, has clearly distinguished the differences between
internal and external martial arts, and has recognized important modern discoveries like the
second brain in the field of the Lower D��çFž�âÀ to name just a few contributions. Through his
work, Dr. Yáng has been able to successfully create a bridge to ancient Eastern wisdom for
those of us with empirical-leaning Western minds.The pathway that Dr. Yáng has opened up for
us in Qìg�Öæp Grand Circulation for Spiritual Enlightenment (Y'ThY)l#RŸ‚�y^•�) is a rare and incompar
valuable map for the process and the methodology of authentic awakening to our true nature—
by any name.It is a confluence of the rivers of intellectual understanding and direct nondual
experience through the meditation practice portal. The scope of the three books in the Qìg�Öæp
Meditation series ranges from the essential foundations of Qìg�Öæp and the clarification of
guiding principles to the very advanced aspects of physical, mental, and spiritual
transformation in Internal Alchemy. The richness of the themes and practices in Qìg�Öæp Grand
Circulation for Spiritual Enlightenment sets this book apart as a well-spring of coherent
material for study and practice that one may engage in for a lifetime.This text is a culmination
of a lifetime of practice, research, and teaching. Building on the previous two texts, Qìg�Öæp
Meditation: Embryonic Breathing and Qìg�Öæp Meditation: Small Circulation, Dr. Yáng delivers a



consummation of practical and spiritual insight from his endless hours of comparative research
and translation of ancient texts and, most importantly, his own direct experience. The outcome
is Qìg�Öæp Grand Circulation for Spiritual Enlightenment.I would call this book a treasure, as it
reveals a depth and scope of material that is vast, detailed, and trustworthy. Relevant to any
sincere seeker and explorer of human potential, it is presented in a way that is systematic,
inspirational, accessible, and non-dogmatic.As humanity now appears to have arrived at a
point where the choice between the two paths of evolution and extinction is presented before
us, what is more important than giving priority and our heart’s attention to genuine
transformation? If we are to make this evolutionary change to a sustainable and inhabitable
planet, it must be in harmony with nature and not through more manipulation and self-centered
greed. By synthesizing the ancient and the modern, the compassionate and the wise, and the
true and the liberating, Dr. Yáng reveals for us this evolutionary pathway that is a treasure of
well-being and internal harmony.Qìg�Öæp Grand Circulation for Spiritual Enlightenment is
ultimately about wholeness and the actualization of our potential as individual human beings
on the path of an evolving awakening realization of our inextirpable connection to the heart/
mind of the universe—the Dào.Roshi Teja Fudo Myoo BellRinzai Zen Lineage—84th
AncestorQigongDharma.comFairfax, CA July 2021PrefaceI have been interested in Qìg�Öæp
since I was in my teens. Like many others, I was confused about the spiritual world and
wondered about the meaning of life. I have inquired into existing religions, hoping to find
answers. From my understanding at that time, it seemed that since all religions were created to
study and understand the spiritual world, I should have been able to find answers.
Unfortunately, the information I found was disappointing and led me into more confusion. I felt
there was too much bondage connected to the dogma or doctrine, and if I followed the path
they guided me toward, my spirit would be in that bondage and my spirit would not evolve. I
began to meditate and search my own feeling. I also collected available information and
ancient documents from Qìg�Öæp masters and Buddhist and Daoist monks, and studied them
hoping to find a correct path for my spiritual cultivation.After more than fifty-five years of
studying, pondering, and seeking understanding, I found that in order to understand the
meaning of life, I could not just use the concepts of the material world to define the meaning of
life. If I did so, I would miss one half of my life, the spiritual life.In the last twenty years, I began
to pay more attention to developing my spiritual feeling and understanding. Amazingly, through
meditation and the available ancient documents, I was able to find this path. Now, I am walking
on this path and hopefully I will achieve the final goal before the end of my life.As we know, due
to the lack of material satisfaction in the early twentieth century, peoples’ minds and science
were focused on developing and pursuing material satisfaction. Now, our material satisfaction
has reached unprecedented levels. Most of the world has access to plenty of food and luxury
items such as cars, airplanes, refrigerators, televisions, cell phones, computers, and so on.
These were the dreams of people in the last century. Unfortunately, even though we have all of
these material enjoyments, we still feel that life is not fulfilling. In addition, in the course of the
development of material science, we have also created and stockpiled so many powerful and
destructive weapons that we are able to exterminate the entire human race a hundred times
over. This dissatisfaction and dangerous condition exists because we have not balanced
material advancement with advancement in the spiritual world.Since the beginning of this
century, more and more people have felt this dissatisfaction and joined in the search for the
other half of the meaning of life, the spiritual life. I know the mission of my life is to share what I
have understood from studying ancient documents written by these ancient Qìg�Öæp masters or
Buddhist and Daoist monks. These documents have provided guidelines to approach the final



goal of spiritual understanding.Before you study this book, I highly recommend you first study
two books: Qìg�Öæp Meditation—Embryonic Breathing and also Qìg�Öæp Meditation—Small
Circulation. These two books will help you build a firm foundation of understanding for this
book, Qìg�Öæp Grand Circulation for Spiritual Enlightenment. In the first part of this book, I will
begin by reviewing some basic Qìg�Öæp concepts. If you have already studied the two books
recommended, then you may skip this first part.Dr. Yáng, Jwìng-M��æu”Ô�� CA Retreat
CenterJanuary 16th, 2019PART IFoundationsCHAPTER 1General Qìg�Öæp Concepts1.1
INTRODUCTION (JIÈSHÀO, NË}9)Qìg�Öæp has been studied and practiced for more than four
thousand years in China. It has always been a part of Chinese culture. After such a long time of
development, Qìg�Öæp has been popularly practiced in medical, scholar, religious, and martial
arts societies. Though the theoretical foundation remains the same, the development,
especially in applications and goals, is different. For example, medical Qìg�Öæp pays more
attention to health maintenance and healing, scholar Qìg�Öæp is looking for a peaceful and calm
mind, religious Qìg�Öæp aims for spiritual enlightenment and Buddhahood, and martial arts Qìg�Öæp
focuses on the cultivation of both physical strength and mental concentration for power
manifestation, alertness, and awareness.All Qìg�Öæp studies have one thing in common: they
cannot be separated from their roots in the philosophies expressed in classic documents such
as The Book of Changes (Yìj�¶ærÀ f�}“), L�æ÷¦• Dàodéj�¶æp (€�[P•S_·}“), Confucius’ Analects (Lúny�BÀ
Dharma’s Muscle/Tendon Changing and Marrow/Brain Washing (Dámó Yìj�¶æ¡+ng/X��7QÐj�¶ærÀ •Txèf�{K}“/m�šÓ}“).
you wish to understand Qìg�Öæp at a profound level, you must also study these classics;
otherwise, you will have missed the roots of the theory of Qìg�Öærà For example, if you don’t
study The Book of Changes, you may miss the important concept of Y�¶à and Yáng theory. If you
don’t have an idea of scholar classics, you will not understand how the scholars cultivated their
temperament and tried to comprehend humanity through mediation. If you don’t understand
Muscle/Tendon Changing and Marrow/Brain Washing classics, you will not have a clue or
guideline in achieving the final goal of spiritual cultivation.Unlike medical and scholar Qìg�ÖærÀ
spiritual and martial Qìg�Öæp were usually kept secret in monasteries. It was not till the 1980s
that most of the secrets were revealed to the lay society. Now, we have all these ancient
practices in our hands. The question is how do we absorb this ancient knowledge and
experience and apply them into today’s society. This is especially true in spiritual cultivation.As
we know, even though we have reached a high level of understanding in material science, it is
undeniable that we are still ignorant about the spiritual world. Through our material sciences,
our weapons have been developed to a stage that we are able to destroy the entire human
race a hundred times over, yet we still don’t pay much attention to spiritual development.
Without spiritual development, we have lost the balance of Y�¶à and Yáng.I believe that while the
twentieth century was the material century, this twenty-first century should be the spiritual
century. If we don’t catch up in our spiritual development, it will possibly be the end of our
world. Borrowing and learning from ancient study and experience in spiritual cultivation is more
important than ever.We cannot deny that in order to reach to a high level of spiritual cultivation,
we have to isolate ourselves from all emotional bondage and dogmas that we have created in
our lay society or matrix. However, if all of us can recognize the cause and the truth of these
emotions and dogmas, we will be able to create a society that is fertile for spiritual cultivation
without entering the mountains to live a secluded life.In this chapter, I would like to help you
build a foundation of Qìg�Öæp practice. From this foundation, you will be able to understand the
subsequent chapters. If you have already read my other books, Qìg�Öæp Meditation—Embryonic
Breathing or Qìg�Öæp Meditation—Small Circulation, you may skip this chapter since it is a review
of the Qìg�Öæp concepts discussed in those books. However, if you have never read the two



books, it will be hard to understand the rest of this book, and I highly recommend you
comprehend this first chapter before moving on.In Section 1.2, we will go over the most basic
concepts of Qì and Qìg�Öæp from both the traditional and the scientific understanding. After you
have a clear idea of Qì and Qìg�ÖærÀ move on to the important concepts of general Qìg�Öæp
practice in Section 1.3. In order to comprehend how Qìg�Öæp works, we review the body’s Qì
network in Section 1.4. The main crucial keys to practicing Qìg�Öæp is how to build abundant Qì
and also how to manifest Qì efficiently. We will summarize these two key practices in Section
1.5. Then, we will introduce the traditional procedures of Qìg�Öæp practice, five regulatings, in
Section 1.6. To avoid confusion between Buddhist and Daoist Qìg�Öæp practices, we will review
the concepts of both Buddhist and Daoist Qìg�Öæp practice in Sections 1.7 and 1.8.1.2 WHAT IS
QÌ? WHAT IS QÌG�Ääsð (HÉWÈI QÌ? HÉWÈI QÌG�Ääsð OU‹�l#ÿ�OU‹�l#RŸÿ�)To define Qì and Qìg�Öæp clear
include both the traditional definition and modern definition. As known, traditional knowledge
and practices were accumulated from countless experiments and experiences which led to
defining the correct path. We are now living in a modern scientific society and human science
has developed to a stage that enables us to interpret and verify many of these ancient
practices with logic, commonsense, and scientific understanding. Theoretically, if those ancient
Qìg�Öæp practices are accurate, they should be able to accept the challenge of modernity and
submit to modern scientific verification.However, we should recognize an important fact. As
mentioned earlier, though we have understood material science to a high level, we still don’t
know much about the spiritual world. We are still confused about what is the spirit and the
spiritual world. Therefore, we should keep our mind open and at the same time continue to use
science to uncover the mysteries of the spiritual world.In this section, we will first review the
traditional general definition and narrow definition of Qì and Qìg�Öærà After that, we will discuss
the modern definition of Qì and Qìg�ÖæräFVf–æ—F–öà of QìIn this subsection, we will first give the
traditional general definition of Qì, followed with the narrow definition of Qì.Qì is the energy or
natural force that fills the universe. The Chinese have traditionally believed that there are three
major powers in the universe. These Three Powers (Sãncái, N	bM) are Heaven (Ti��âÀ Y)), Earth (Dì, W0),
and Man (Rén, Nº). Heaven (the sky or universe) has Heaven Qì (Ti��ç�ÂÀ Y)l#), the most important of
the three, which is made up of the forces that the heavenly bodies exert on the earth, such as
sunshine, moonlight, the moon’s gravity, and the energy from the stars. In ancient times, the
Chinese believed that weather, climate, and natural disasters were governed by Heaven Qì.
Chinese people still refer to the weather as Heaven Qì (Ti��ç�ÂÀ Y)l#). Every energy field strives to
stay in balance, so whenever the Heaven Qì loses its balance, it tries to rebalance itself. Then
the wind must blow, rain must fall, even tornadoes or hurricanes become necessary in order for
the Heaven Qì to reach a new energy balance.Under Heaven Qì is Earth Qì (Dìqì, W0l#). It is
influenced and controlled by Heaven Qì. For example, too much rain will force a river to flood or
change its path. Without rain, the plants will die. The Chinese believe that Earth Qì is made up
of lines and patterns of energy, as well as the earth’s magnetic field and the heat concealed
underground. These energies must also balance; otherwise disasters such as earthquakes or
hurricanes will occur. When the Qì of the earth is balanced and harmonized, plants will grow
and animals thrive.Finally, within the Earth Qì, each individual person, animal, and plant has its
own Qì field, which always seeks to be balanced. When any individual living thing loses its Qì
balance, it will sicken, die, and decompose. All natural things, including mankind and our
Human Qì (Rénqì, Nºl#), grow within and are influenced by the natural cycles of Heaven Qì and
Earth Qì. Throughout the history of Qìg�ÖærÀ people have been most interested in Human Qì and
its relationship with Heaven Qì and Earth Qì.In the Chinese tradition, Qì can also be defined as
any type of energy that is able to demonstrate power and strength. This energy can be



electricity, magnetism, heat, or light. For example, electric power is called “Electric Qì” (Diànqì, –û
l#), and heat is called “Heat Qì” (Rèqì, q±l#). When a person is alive, his body’s energy is called
“Human Qì” (Rénqì, Nºl#).Qì is also commonly used to express the energy state of something,
especially living things. As mentioned before, the weather is called “Heaven Qì” (Ti��ç�ÂÀ Y)l#)
because it indicates the energy state of the heavens. When something is alive it has “Vital
Qì” (Huóqì, m;l#), and when it is dead it has “Dead Qì” (S���ÂÀ k{l#) or “Ghost Qì” (Gu���ÂÀ ›<l#). When
person is righteous and has the spiritual strength to do good, he is said to have “Normal Qì or
Righteous Qì” (Zhèngqì, kcl#). The spiritual state or morale of an army is called “energy
state” (Qìshì, l#Râ).You can see that the word “Qì” has a wider and more general definition than
most people think. It does not refer only to the energy circulating in the human body.
Furthermore, the word “Qì” can represent the energy itself, but it can even be used to express
the manner or state of the energy. It is important to understand this when you practice Qìg�Öæp
so that your mind is not channeled into a narrow understanding of Qì, which would limit your
future understanding and development.A NARROW TRADITIONAL DEFINITION OF QÌNow
that you understand the general definition of Qì, let us look at how Qì is defined in Qìg�Öæp
society today. As mentioned before, among the Three Powers, the Chinese have been most
concerned with the Qì that affects our health and longevity. Therefore, after four thousand
years of emphasizing Human Qì, when people mention Qì they usually mean the Qì circulating
in our bodies.If we look at the Chinese medical and Qìg�Öæp documents that were written in
ancient times, the word “Qì” was written “n.” This character is constructed of two words, “b” on
the top, which means “nothing,” and “v” on the bottom, which means “fire.” This means that the
word Qì was actually written as “no fire” in ancient times. If we go back through Chinese
medical and Qìg�Öæp history, it is not hard to understand this expression.In ancient times, the
Chinese physicians or Qìg�Öæp practitioners were actually looking for the Y�¶âÕ•áng balance of the
Qì that was circulating in the body. When this goal was reached, there was “no fire” in the
internal organs. This concept is very simple. According to Chinese medicine, each of our
internal organs needs to receive a specific amount of Qì to function properly. If an organ
receives an improper amount of Qì (usually too much—too yang, or on fire), it will start to
malfunction, and, in time, physical damage will occur. Therefore, the goal of the medical or
Qìg�Öæp practitioner was to attain a state of “no fire,” which eventually became the word
Qì.However, in more recent publications, the Qì of “no fire” has been replaced by the word “l#,”
which is again constructed of two words, “l�” which means “air” and “|s” which means “rice.” This
shows that later practitioners realized that, after each of us is born, the Qì circulating in our
bodies is produced mainly by the inhalation of air (oxygen) and the consumption of food (rice).
Air is called k�Öæw�À (zzl#), which means literally “space energy.”For a long time, people were
confused about just what type of energy was circulating in our bodies. Many people believed
that it was heat, others considered it to be electricity, and many others assumed that it was a
mixture of heat, electricity, and light.This confusion lasted until the early 1980s when it
gradually became clear that the Qì circulating in our bodies is actually “bioelectricity” and that
our body is a “living electromagnetic field.” This field is affected by our thoughts, feelings,
activities, the food we eat, the quality of the air we breathe, our lifestyle, the natural energy that
surrounds us, and also the unnatural energy that modern science inflicts upon us.A MODERN
DEFINITION OF QÌIt is important that you know about the progress that has been made by
modern science in the study of Qì. This will keep you from getting stuck in the ancient concepts
and level of understanding.In ancient China, people had very little knowledge of electricity.
What they understood about acupuncture was that when a needle was inserted into
acupuncture cavities, some kind of energy other than heat was produced that often caused a



shock or a tingling sensation. It was not until the last few decades, when the Chinese people
were more acquainted with electromagnetic science, that they began to recognize that this
energy circulating in the body, which they called Qì, might be the same thing that today’s
science calls “bioelectricity.”It is now understood that the human body is constructed of many
different electrically conductive materials, and that it forms a living electromagnetic field and
circuit. Electromagnetic energy is continuously being generated in the human body through the
biochemical reaction in food and air assimilation, and circulated by the electromotive forces
(EMF) generated within the body.In addition, we are constantly being affected by external
electromagnetic fields such as that of the earth, or the electrical fields generated by clouds.
When you practice Chinese medicine or Qìg�ÖærÀ you need to be aware of these outside factors
and take them into account.Countless experiments have been conducted in China, Japan, and
other countries to study how external magnetic or electrical fields affect and adjust the body’s
Qì field. Many acupuncturists use magnets and electricity in their treatments. They attach a
magnet to the skin over a cavity and leave it there for a period of time. The magnetic field
gradually affects the Qì circulation in that channel. Alternatively, they insert needles into
cavities and then run an electric current through the needle to reach the Qì channels directly.
Although many researchers have claimed a degree of success in their experiments, none has
been able to publish any detailed and convincing proof of the results, or give a good
explanation of the theory behind the experiment. As with many other attempts to explain the
how and why of acupuncture, conclusive proof is elusive, and many unanswered questions
remain. Of course, this theory is quite new, and it will probably take a lot more study and
research before it is verified and completely understood. At present, there are many
conservative acupuncturists who are skeptical.To untie this knot, we must look at what modern
Western science has discovered about bioelectromagnetic energy. Many reports on
bioelectricity have been published, and frequently the results are closely related to what is
experienced in Chinese Qìg�Öæp training and medical science. For example, during the
electrophysiological research of the 1960s, several investigators discovered that bones are
piezoelectric; that is, when they are stressed, mechanical energy is converted to electrical
energy in the form of electric current. This might explain one of the practices of Marrow
Washing Qìg�Öæp in which the stress on the bones and muscles is increased in certain ways to
increase the Qì circulation.Dr. Robert O. Becker has done important work in this field. His book
The Body Electric reports on much of the research concerning the body’s electric field. It is
presently believed that food and air are the fuels that generate the electricity in the body
through biochemical reaction. This electricity, which is circulated throughout the entire body by
means of electrically conductive tissue, is one of the main energy sources that keep the cells of
the physical body alive.Whenever you have an injury or are sick, your body’s electrical
circulation is affected. If this circulation of electricity stops, you die. But bioelectric energy not
only maintains life, it is also responsible for repairing physical damage. Many researchers have
sought ways of using external electrical or magnetic fields to speed up the body’s recovery
from physical injury. Richard Leviton reports: “Researchers at Loma Linda University’s School
of Medicine in California have found, following studies in sixteen countries with over 1,000
patients, that low-frequency, low-intensity magnetic energy has been successful in treating
chronic pain related to tissue ischemia and has also worked in clearing up slow-healing ulcers,
and in 90 percent of patients tested, raised blood flow significantly.”Mr. Leviton also reports that
every cell of the body functions like an electric battery and is able to store electric charge. He
reports that “other bio-magnetic investigators take an even closer look to find out what is
happening, right down to the level of the blood, the organs, and the individual cell, which they



regard as ‘a small electric battery.’” This has convinced me that our entire body is essentially a
big battery that is assembled from millions of small batteries. All of these batteries together
form the human electromagnetic field.Furthermore, much of the research on the body’s
electrical field relates to acupuncture. For example, Dr. Becker reports that the conductivity of
the skin is much higher at acupuncture cavities, and that it is now possible to locate them
precisely by measuring the skin’s conductivity (Figure 1-1). Many of these reports prove that
the acupuncture that has been done in China for thousands of years is reasonable and
scientific.Figure 1-1. Electric Conductivity Maps of the Skin Surface over Acupuncture
Points.Some researchers use the theory of the body’s electricity to explain many of the ancient
“miracles” attributed to the practice of Qìg�Öærà A report by Albert L. Huebner states: “These
demonstrations of body electricity in human beings may also offer a new explanation of an
ancient healing practice. If weak external fields can produce powerful physiological effects, it
may be that fields from human tissues in one person are capable of producing clinical
improvements in another. In short, the method of healing known as the laying on of hands
could be an especially subtle form of electrical stimulation.”Another frequently reported
phenomenon is that when a Qìg�Öæp practitioner has reached a high level of development, a halo
would appear behind or around his head during meditation. Halos are commonly seen in
paintings of Jesus Christ, the Buddha, and various Oriental immortals. Frequently the light is
pictured as surrounding the whole body. This phenomenon may again be explained by the
body electric theory. When a person has cultivated their Qì (electricity) to a high level, the Qì
may be led to accumulate in the head. This Qì may then interact with the oxygen molecules in
the air and ionize them, causing them to glow.Although the link between the theory of The
Body Electric and the Chinese theory of Qì is becoming more accepted and better proven,
there are still many questions to be answered. For example, how does the mind generate an
EMF (electromotive force) to circulate the electricity in the body? Is the bioelectricity circulating
in the animal body a DC or an AC current? How is the human electromagnetic field affected by
the multitude of other electric fields that surround us, such as radio wiring or electrical
appliances? How can we readjust our electromagnetic fields and survive in outer space or on
other planets where the magnetic field is completely different from Earth’s? You can see that
the future of Qìg�Öæp and bioelectric science is a challenging and exciting one. It is about time we
started to use modern technology to understand the inner energy world that has for the most
part been ignored by Western society.Definition of Qìg�Öætæðw that you have a clear concept of
Qì, let us discuss how Qìg�Öæp is traditionally defined. Again, we will define it from both a general
and a narrow point of view. Later, after you have become familiar with the modern concept of
Qì, we will define the meaning of Qìg�Öæp based on the scientific understanding of today.A
GENERAL TRADITIONAL DEFINITION OF QÌG�Ääupe have explained that Qì is energy, and
that it is found in the heavens, in the earth, and in every living thing. In China, the word “G�Öæy@ (RŸ)
is often used instead of “G�Öævak” (or K�¶æp F�²À RŸY+), which means energy and time. Any study
training that requires a lot of energy and time to learn or to accomplish is called G�Öævak. The term
can be applied to any special skill or study as long as it requires time, energy, and patience.
Therefore, the correct definition of Qìg�Öæp is any training or study dealing with Qì that takes a
long time and a lot of effort. You can see from this definition that Qìg�Öæp is a science that
studies the energy in nature. The main difference between this energy science and Western
energy science is that Qìg�Öæp focuses on the inner energy of human beings while Western
energy science pays more attention to the energy outside of the human body. When you study
Qìg�ÖærÀ it is worthwhile to also consider the modern, scientific point of view, and not restrict
yourself to only the traditional beliefs.The Chinese have studied Qì for thousands of years.



Some of the information on the patterns and cycles of nature has been recorded in books, one
of which is the Yìj�¶æp (f�}“) (Book of Changes; 1122 BCE). When the Yìj�¶æp was written, the
Chinese people believed that natural power included Heaven (Ti��âÀ Y)), Earth (Dì, W0), and Man
(Rén, Nº). These are “The Three Powers” (S��æ>�’À N	bM), discussed above, that are manifested by the
three Qì’s: Heaven Qì, Earth Qì, and Human Qì. These three facets of nature have their
definite rules and cycles. The rules never change, and the cycles are repeated regularly. The
Chinese people used an understanding of these natural principles and the Yìj�¶æp to calculate
the changes of natural Qì. This calculation is called “The Eight Trigrams” (B��w^�À QkSf). From the
Eight Trigrams the sixty-four hexagrams are derived. Therefore, the Yìj�¶æp was probably the first
book that taught the Chinese people about Qì and its variations in nature and man. The
relationship of the Three Natural Powers and their Qì variations were later discussed
extensively in the book Theory of Qì’s Variation (Qìhuàlùn, l#S�ŠÖ) by Zhu��æw¦• (ƒŠ[P) (370–369
BCE).Understanding Heaven Qì is very difficult, and it was especially so in ancient times when
the science was just developing. But since nature is always repeating itself, the experiences
accumulated over the years have made it possible to trace the natural patterns. Understanding
the rules and cycles of “heavenly timing” (ti��ç6ŽÒÀ Y)fB) will help you to understand the natural
changes of the seasons, climate, weather, rain, snow, drought, and all other natural
occurrences. If you observe carefully, you can see many of these routine patterns and cycles
caused by the rebalancing of the Qì fields. Among the natural cycles are those that repeat
every day, month, or year, as well as cycles of twelve years and sixty years.Earth Qì is a part of
Heaven Qì. If you can understand the rules and the structure of the earth, you can understand
how mountains and rivers are formed, how plants grow, how rivers move, what part of the
country is best for someone, where to build a house and which direction it should face so that it
is a healthy place to live, and many other things related to the earth. In China there are people,
called “geomancy teachers” (dìl��6•+, W0t�^+) or “wind water teachers” (f�6æw6‡QÐsh�²À ˜¨l4^+), who mak
living this way. The term “wind water” (F�6æw6‡QÐ, ˜¨l4) is commonly used because the location and
character of the wind and water in a landscape are the most important factors in evaluating a
location. These experts use the accumulated body of geomantic knowledge and the Yìj�¶æp to
help people make important decisions such as where and how to build a house, where to bury
their dead, and how to rearrange or redecorate homes and offices so that they are better
places to live and work in. Many people believe that setting up a store or business according to
the guidance of F�6æw6‡QÐ can make it more prosperous.Among the three Qì’s, Human Qì is
probably the one studied most thoroughly. The study of Human Qì covers a large number of
different subjects. The Chinese people believe that Human Qì is affected and controlled by
Heaven Qì and Earth Qì, and that they in fact determine your destiny. Therefore, if you
understand the relationship between nature and people, in addition to understanding “human
relations” (rénshì, NºN‹), you can predict wars, the destiny of a country, a person’s desires and
temperament, and even his future. The people who practice this profession are called
“calculate life teachers” (suànmìngsh�²À {—T}^+).However, the greatest achievement in the study of
Human Qì is in regard to health and longevity. Since Qì is the source of life, if you understand
how Qì functions and know how to regulate it correctly, you should be able to live a long and
healthy life. Remember that you are part of nature, and you are channeled into the cycles of
nature. If you go against this natural cycle, you may become sick, so it is in your best interest to
follow the way of nature. This is the meaning of “Dào” (•S), which can be translated as “The
Natural Way.”Many different aspects of affecting Human Qì have been researched, including
acupuncture, acupressure, massage, herbal treatment, meditation, and Qìg�Öæp exercises. The
use of acupuncture, acupressure, and herbal treatment to adjust Human Qì flow has become



the root of Chinese medical science. Meditation and moving Qìg�Öæp exercises are widely used
by the Chinese people to improve their health or even to cure certain illnesses. In addition,
Daoists and Buddhists use meditation and Qìg�Öæp exercises in their pursuit of enlightenment.In
conclusion, the study of any of the aspects of Qì, including Heaven Qì, Earth Qì, and Human
Qì, should be called Qìg�Öærà However, since the term is usually used today only in reference to
the cultivation of Human Qì through meditation and exercise, we will only use it in this narrower
sense to avoid confusion.A NARROW TRADITIONAL DEFINITION OF QÌG�Äät�0 mentioned
earlier, the narrow definition of Qì is “the energy circulating in the human body.” Therefore, the
narrow definition of Qìg�Öæp is “the study or the practice of circulating the Qì in the human body.”
Because our bodies are part of nature, the narrow definition of Qìg�Öæp should also include the
study of how our bodies relate to Heaven Qì and Earth Qì. Today, Chinese Qìg�Öæp consists of
several different fields: medical Qìg�ÖærÀ scholar Qìg�ÖærÀ religious Qìg�ÖærÀ and martial arts Qìg�Öærà
Naturally, since all of these practices share the same root, these fields are mutually related,
and in many cases cannot be separated.In ancient times, Qìg�Öæp was also commonly called
“t�Fî	@ (T�}). T�Fî� means to “utter and admit,” which implies uttering and admitting the air through the
nose. The reason for this is simply that Qìg�Öæp practice is closely related to the methods of how
to inhale and exhale correctly. Zhu��æw¦• (ƒŠ[P), during the Chinese Warring States Period (403–222
BC) (Zhànguó, b0W�), said: “Blowing puffing to breathe, uttering the old and admitting the new, the
bear’s natural (action) and the bird’s extending (the neck), are all for longevity. This is also
favored by those people living as long as Péng, Z�@ (_myV) who practice D�æðy��à (i.e., Direct and Lead) (\�
_�), and nourishing the shapes (i.e., cultivating the physical body).” Péng, Z�@ was a legendary
Qìg�Öæp practitioner during the period of Emperor Yáo (X/) (2356–2255 BCE), who was said to
have lived for eight hundred years. From this saying, we can see that Qìg�Öæp was also
commonly called “D�æðy��âÀ” which means to use the mind and physical movements to direct and
to lead the circulation of Qì in the correct way. The physical movements commonly imitate the
natural instinctive movements of animals such as bears and birds. A famous medical Qìg�Öæp set
passed down at this time was “The Five Animal Sports” (W�G�ÖçŽÂÀ N”y½b2) that imitates the movements
of the tiger, deer, bear, ape, and bird.The biggest and most popular medical Qìg�Öæp practices
are acupuncture, herbal treatment, Qìg�Öæp massage (i.e., acupressure), and Qìg�Öæp exercises.
These Qìg�Öæp are not only used for health maintenance, but also used for treatment of
illness.However, when Qìg�Öæp is defined in scholarly society, it is somewhat different. The Qìg�Öæp
practice is focused on regulating the disturbed emotional mind. When the emotional mind is
regulated into a peaceful and calm state, the body will be relaxed, which will assist the Qì to
circulate smoothly in the body and therefore regulate itself into a more harmonious state. From
this, mental and physical health can be achieved.When Qìg�Öæp is defined in Daoist and
Buddhist society, it refers to the method or training of leading the Qì from the Real Lower
D��çFž�à (i.e., Real Lower Elixir Field) (Zh�6à Xià D��çFž�âÀ w�N�N9u0) to the brain for spiritual enlightenment
Buddhahood. The Real Lower D��çFž�à is the place at the abdominal area where one is able to
store the Qì. It is considered a Qì storage area or bioelectric battery. Naturally, its training
theory and methods will not be easy. In fact, religious Qìg�Öæp is considered one of the highest
levels of Qìg�Öæp training in China.Finally, when Qìg�Öæp is defined in martial arts society, it refers
to the theory and methods of using Qì to energize the physical body to its maximum efficiency
of power manifestation. These martial Qìg�Öæp were developed in those monasteries located in
remote mountains such as S�Öæp Mountain (S�Öæw6•�n, ]i\q), W�FA�ng Mountain (W�FA�ngsh��âÀ kfuv\q),
Mountain (Éméish��âÀ \è]K\q), Q�¶æv6Ž–à Mountain (Q�¶æv6Ž–ç6•�n, —RWÎ\q), and many others. As a
fact, almost all of the practices followed Dharma’s (Dámó, •Tdi) teaching, Muscle/Tendon Changing
and Marrow/Brain Washing Qìg�Öæp (Yìj�¶æ¡+ng and X��7QÐj�¶ærÀ f�{K}“0�m�šÓ}“). This classic not only



monks how to condition and strengthen the physical body, but also offered them a guide to
achieve the final goal of spiritual enlightenment and Buddhahood. From this, it is not surprising
to see that the profound level of martial arts Qìg�Öæp training actually was the same as that of
religious Qìg�ÖærÀ spiritual enlightenment.A MODERN DEFINITION OF QÌG�Äät–` you accept that
the inner energy (Qì) circulating in our bodies is bioelectricity, then we can formulate a
definition of Qìg�ÖærÀ based on electrical principles.Let us assume that the circuit shown in
Figure 1-2 is similar to the circuit in our bodies. Unfortunately, although we now have a certain
degree of understanding of this circuit from acupuncture, we still do not know in detail exactly
what the body’s circuit looks like. We know that there are twelve primary Qì channels (Qì rivers)
(shíèrj�¶ærÀ SANŒ}“) and eight vessels (Qì reservoirs) (b��Þ�’À Qk•�) in our body. There are also thousands
small Qì channels (luò, }a) that allow the Qì to reach the skin and the bone marrow. In this circuit,
the twelve internal organs are connected and mutually related through these channels. Finally,
there is a d��çFž�à (N9u0) (elixir field) (bio-battery) that produces and stores the Qì.If you look at the
electrical circuit in the illustration, you will see that:1. The Qì channels are like the wires that
carry electric current.2. The internal organs are like the electrical components such as resistors
and solenoids.3. The Qì vessels are like capacitors, which regulate the current in the circuit.4.
The d��çFž�à is like a battery, which stores the charge and provides the EMF in the circuit.Figure
1-2. The Human Bioelectric Circuit Is Similar to an Electric Circuit.How do you keep this
electrical circuit functioning most efficiently? Your first concern is the resistance of the wire that
carries the current. In a circuit, you want to use a wire that has a high level of conductivity and
low resistance; otherwise heat may be generated and the wire may melt. Therefore, the wire
should be of a material like copper or perhaps even gold. In your body, you want to keep the
current flowing smoothly. This means that your first task is to remove anything that interferes
with the flow and causes stagnation. Fat has low conductivity, so you should use diet and
exercise to remove excess fat from your body. You should also learn how to relax your physical
body, because this opens all of the Qì channels. This is why relaxation is the first goal in
tàijíquán and many Qìg�Öæp exercises.Your next concern in maintaining a healthy electrical circuit
is the components—your internal organs. If you do not have the correct level of current in your
organs, they will either burn out from too much current (Yáng) or malfunction because of a
deficient level of current (Y�¶â’à In order to avoid these problems in a machine, you use a
capacitor to regulate the current. Whenever there is too much current, the capacitor absorbs
and stores the excess, and whenever the current is weak, the capacitor supplies current to
raise the level. The eight Qì vessels are your body’s capacitors. Qìg�Öæp is concerned with
learning how to increase the level of Qì in these vessels so that they will be able to supply
current when needed and keep the internal organs functioning smoothly. This is especially
important as you get older when your Qì level is generally lower.In addition, in order to have a
healthy circuit, you must be concerned with the components themselves. If any of them are not
strong and of good quality, the entire circuit may malfunction. This means that the final concern
in Qìg�Öæp practice is how to maintain or even rebuild the health of your internal organs. Before
we go any further, we should point out that there is an important difference between the circuit
shown in the diagram and the Qì circuit in our bodies. This difference is that the human body is
alive, and with the proper Qì nourishment, all of the cells can be regrown and the state of
health improved. For example, if you are able to jog about three miles today, and if you keep
jogging regularly and gradually increase the distance, eventually you will easily be able to jog
five miles. This is because your body rebuilds and readjusts itself to fit the circumstances.This
means that if we are able to increase the Qì flow through our internal organs, they can become
stronger and healthier. Naturally, the increase in Qì must be slow and gradual so that the



organs can adjust to it. In order to increase the Qì flow in your body, you need to work with the
EMF (electromotive force) in your body. If you do not know what EMF is, imagine two
containers filled with water and connected by a tube. If both containers have the same water
level, then the water will not flow. However, if one side is higher than the other, the water will
flow from that container to the other. In electricity, this potential difference is called electric
potential difference or electromotive force. Naturally, the higher the EMF is, the stronger the
current will flow.You can see from this discussion that the key to effective Qìg�Öæp practice is, in
addition to removing resistance from the Qì channels, learning how to increase the EMF in
your body. Now let us see what the sources of EMF in the body are so that we may use them
to increase the flow of bioelectricity. Generally speaking, there are six major sources:1. Mind.
The human mind is the most important and efficient source of bioelectric EMF. Any time you
move you must first generate an idea (Yì, a�). This idea generates the EMF and leads the Qì
through the Qì channels to the nervous system to energize the appropriate muscles to carry
out the desired motion. The more you can concentrate, the stronger the EMF you can
generate, and the stronger the flow of Qì you can lead. Naturally, the stronger the flow of Qì
you lead to the muscles, the more they will be energized. Because of this, the mind is
considered the most important factor in Qìg�Öæp training.2. Food and Air. In order to maintain life,
we take in food and air essence through our mouths and noses. These essences are then
converted into Qì through biochemical reaction in the chest and digestive system (called the
Triple Burner in Chinese medicine). When Qì is converted from the essence, an EMF is
generated that circulates the Qì throughout the body. Consequently, a major part of Qìg�Öæp is
devoted to getting the proper kinds of food and fresh air.3. Exercise. Exercise converts the food
essence (fat) stored in your body into Qì, and therefore builds up the EMF. Many Qìg�Öæp styles
have been created that utilize movement for this purpose.4. Natural Energy. Since your body is
constructed of electrically conductive material, its electromagnetic field is always affected by
the sun, the moon, clouds, the earth’s magnetic field, and by the other energies around you.
The major influences are the radiation of the sun and moon, the moon’s gravity, and the earth’s
magnetic field. From the moment you were formed, these influences have affected your Qì
circulation significantly and are responsible for the pattern of your Qì circulation. We are now
also being greatly affected by the energy pollution generated by modern technology, such as
electromagnetic waves generated by radio, TV, microwave ovens, computers, and many other
devices.5. Converting Pre-Birth Essence into Qì. The hormones produced by our endocrine
glands are referred to as “Pre-Birth Essence” or “Original Essence” (Yuánj�¶ærÀ QC|¾) in Chinese
medicine. They can be used to regulate the biochemical reaction that converts the food or fat
into Qì. Hormones regulate our body’s biochemical reaction process (metabolism). Thus,
hormones are able to stimulate the functioning of our physical body, thereby increasing our
vitality. Balancing hormone production when you are young and increasing its production when
you are old are important subjects in Chinese Qìg�Öærãbà Artificial Stimulation. The enhancement
or the adjustment of the Qì circulation can also be done artificially. In fact, this is the basic
theory of Chinese medicine such as acupuncture and Qìg�Öæp massage. From external artificial
Qì stimulation, the Qì can be brought to a state of balance, thus preventing or curing
sickness.From the foregoing, you can see that within the human body, there is a network of
electrical circuitry. In order to maintain the circulation of bioelectricity, there must be a battery
(or power supply) wherein to store and supply charge. Where, then, is the battery in our body?
Chinese Qìg�Öæp practitioners believe that there are places in the body able to store Qì
(bioelectricity). This place is called the d��çFž�à (elixir field, N9u0). According to ancient practitioners,
there are three d��çFž�ç0 in the human body. One is located at the abdominal area, one or two



inches below the navel, called the “Lower D��çFž�é@ (xià d��çFž�âÀ N�N9u0). The second is in the area of the
lower sternum that is connected to the diaphragm, and is called the “Middle D��çFž�é@ (zh�Öæp
d��çFž�âÀ N-N9u0). Since the Qì’s status accumulated in the diaphragm affects the heart’s beating and
sh��ç¦•Mng cavity (•»N-) (Co-17) (midpoint between nipples), often the heart and sh��ç¦•Mng cavity are
also considered as part of Middle D��çFž�âà The third is the center of the brain, which connects to
the lower center of the forehead (or the Third Eye), and is called the “upper d��çFž�é@ (shàng
d��çFž�âÀ N
N9u0). In fact, often the entire brain is considered to be the upper d��çFž�âåF†P Lower D��çFž�à
considered to be the residence of the water Qì, or the Qì that is generated from the “Original
Essence” (Yuánj�¶ærÀ QC|¾). Therefore, Qì stored here is called “Original Qì” (Yuánqì, QCl#). According to
Chinese medicine, in this same area there is a cavity called “Qìh�æ™@ (Co-6) (l#mw), which means “Qì
Ocean.” This is consistent with the conclusions drawn by Qìg�Öæp practitioners, who also call this
area the “Lower D��çFž�é@ (lower elixir field). Both groups agree that this area is able to produce
Qì or elixir like a field, and that here the Qì is abundant like an ocean.At this point, you should
understand two important things. First, from a scientific point of view, even though the upper
d��çFž�à and the Middle D��çFž�à are able to store the Qì to an abundant level, they do not produce
Qì, and thus they should be considered as capacitors instead of batteries. That means the real
bio-battery is only located at the Lower D��çFž�à area. Second, according to a Daoist
understanding, there are two Lower D��çFž�âÀ false Lower D��çFž�à (PGN�N9u0) and real Lower D��çFž�à
located at the abdominal area. We will discuss the differences later in Section 1.4.In Qìg�Öæp
practice, it is commonly known that in order to build up the Qì to a higher level in the Lower
D��çFž�âÀ you must move your abdominal area (Lower D��çFž�â• up and down through abdominal
breathing. This kind of up and down abdominal breathing exercise is called “q��‡QÒ” (•wpk) and means
“start the fire.” It is also called “back to childhood breathing” (f�æçO6æp h�·•+, •ÔzåT|T8). Normally, after
have exercised the Lower D��çFž�à for about ten minutes, you will have a feeling of warmth in the
lower abdomen, which verifies the accumulation of Qì or energy. Therefore, Daoists called the
abdominal area the “d��æÏ©@ (N9r�), which means the “elixir furnace.”Figure 1-3. Muscles of the
Abdominal Area.(Illustration by Shutterstock)Theoretically and scientifically, what is happening
when the abdominal area is moved up and down? If you look at the structure of the abdominal
area, you will see that there are about six layers of muscle and fasciae sandwiching each other
in this area (Figure 1-3). In fact, what you actually see is the sandwich of muscles and fat
accumulated in the fasciae layers. When you move your abdomen up and down, you are
actually using your mind to move the muscles, not the fat. Whenever there is a muscular
contraction and relaxation, the fat slowly turns into bioelectricity. When this bioelectricity
encounters resistance from the fasciae layers, it turns into heat. From this, you can see how
simple the theory might be for the generation of Qì. Another thing you should know is that,
according to our understanding today, fat and fasciae are poor electrical conductors, while the
muscles are relatively good electrical conductors.” When these good and poor electrical
materials are sandwiched together, they act like a battery. This is why, through up and down
abdominal movements, the energy can be stored temporarily and warmth generated.1.3
IMPORTANT FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS (ZHÒNGYÀO J�¤!�N GÀINIÀN, ‘Í‰•Wúg,i‚_õ)Y�¶à and Yáng,
and Lí –p––}ÿ�WN––âK�æà (WN) and Lí (–â) training has long been of major importance to Qìg�Öæp practitioners
order to understand why, you must understand these two words and the theory behind them.
The terms K�æà and Lí occur frequently in Qìg�Öæp documents. In the Eight Trigrams, K�æà
represents “water,” while Lí represents “fire.” However, the everyday terms for water and fire are
also often used.First you should understand that though K�æâÔÎÐ and Y�¶âÕ•áng are related, K�æà
and Lí are not Y�¶à and Yáng. K�æà is water, which is able to cool your body and make it more Y�¶âÀ
while Lí is fire, which warms your body and makes it more Yáng. K�æà and Lí are the methods or



causes, while Y�¶à and Yáng are the results. When K�æà and Lí are adjusted or regulated correctly,
Y�¶à and Yáng will be balanced and interact harmoniously.Qìg�Öæp practitioners believe that your
body is always too Yáng, unless you are sick or have not eaten for a long time, in which case
your body may be more Y�¶âà When your body is always Yáng, it is degenerating and burning
out. It is believed that this is the cause of aging. If you are able to use water to cool down your
body, you can slow down the process of degeneration and thereby lengthen your life. This is
the main reason Qìg�Öæp practitioners have been studying ways of improving the quality of water
in their bodies and of reducing the quantity of fire. I believe that as a Qìg�Öæp practitioner, you
should always keep this subject at the top of your list for study and research. If you earnestly
ponder and experiment, you can grasp the trick of adjusting them.If you want to learn how to
adjust them, you must understand that water and fire mean many things in your body. The first
concern is your Qì. Qì is classified as fire or water. When your Qì is not pure and causes your
physical body to heat up and your mental/spiritual body to become unstable (Yáng), it is
classified as Fire Qì (Hu�'�ÂÀ pkl#). The Qì that is pure and is able to cool both your physical and
spiritual bodies (make them more Y�¶â• is considered Water Qì (Shu���ÂÀ l4l#). However, your body
can never be purely water. Water can cool down the fire, but it must never totally quench it,
because then you would be dead. It is also said that Fire Qì is able to agitate and stimulate the
emotions, and these emotions generate a “mind.” This mind is called X�¶à (_Ã) (i.e., heart) and is
considered the fire mind, Yáng mind, or emotional mind. On the other hand, the mind that
Water Qì generates is calm, steady, and wise. This mind is called Yì (a�), and is considered to be
the water mind or wisdom mind. If your spirit (Shén, y^) is nourished by Fire Qì, although your
spirit may be high, it will be scattered and confused. This confused and excited spirit is called
“Yángshén” (–}y^) and means Yáng spirit. Naturally, if the spirit is nourished and raised by Water Qì,
it will be firm and steady and is called “Y�¶ç6Ž–é@ (–py^), which means Y�¶à spirit. When your Yì is able
to govern your emotional X�¶à effectively, your will (strong emotional intention) can be firm.You
can see from this discussion that your Qì is the main cause of the Y�¶à and Yáng of your physical
body, your mind, and your spirit. To regulate your body’s Y�¶à and Yáng, you must learn how to
regulate your body’s Water and Fire Qì, and to do this efficiently you must know their
sources.In order to understand K�æà and Lí clearly and to adjust them efficiently, you are urged
to use the modern scientific, medical point of view to analyze the concepts. This will allow you
to marry the past and present, and give birth to the future.Y�¶à and Yáng Worlds (Y�¶âõ•áng Jiè, –p–}
uL)When the Dàodéj�¶æp was written by L�æ÷¦• about 2,500 years ago (476–221 BCE), The Book of
Changes (Yìj�¶ærÀ f�}“) had already existed for at least seven hundred years. The Book of Changes
has been considered the preeminent of all ancient Chinese classics (Qúnj�¶æp Zh�·6•Òu, •¤}“NK™–)
Chinese history and has influenced Chinese culture heavily. Naturally, L�æ÷¦™ s mind was also
influenced by this classic. Therefore, if you understand some basic concepts of The Book of
Changes, you will see how the Y�¶à and Yáng spaces (Y�¶æ¦‘�n/Yángji��âÀ –p•“ÿ�–}•“) are co-existing
related to each other. Without knowing this basic concept, you will have difficulty in
understanding some of the discussion later.According to The Book of Changes (Yìj�¶ærÀ f�}“), this
Great Nature has two poles that balance with each other. Though there are two poles to
Nature, these two are two faces of the same thing. These two poles are two spaces or
dimensions, called Y�¶à Space (Y�¶æ¦‘�n, –p•“) and Yáng Space (Yángji��âÀ –}•“). Y�¶à Space is the spir
space while Yáng Space is the material space. Y�¶à space is the Dào (•S) while the Yáng Space,
the manifestation of the Dào, is the Dé (_·). These two cannot be separated but co-exist
simultaneously. They mutually communicate, correspond, and influence each other. Therefore,
there are two spaces, but in function, it is one. The spiritual energy of the Y�¶à Space can be
considered the female (i.e., mother) of the myriad objects in the Yáng Space. Since humans, as



well as all other objects, are formed and generated from these two spaces, a human being
includes both a spiritual and material life. Since we don’t actually know what the Dào (i.e.,
natural spirit) is, we also don’t know what the human spirit is.External Elixir and Internal Elixir
(Wàid��à Y�@ Nèid��âÀ Y�N9‚�QgN9)Chinese Qìg�Öæp can generally be categorized into External Elixir (W
and Internal Elixir (Nèid��âÀ QgN9) Qìg�Öærà From External Elixir Qìg�Öæp practice, a student learns how
build up the Qì to a higher level in the limbs and at the surface of the body. He then allows it to
flow inward to the center of the body and the internal organs to nourish them. Through this
practice, Qì circulation in the body can be improved and enhanced to achieve the goal of
maintaining health. For example, physical exercise, acupuncture, acupressure, and massage
are considered external elixir since the Qì is build up on skin, muscles, and limbs, then flows
inward to nourish internal organs. Therefore, Eight Pieces of Brocade (B��G^�æ¡Ðn, Qkkµ“&), Five Animal
Sports (W�G�ÖçŽÂÀ N”y½b2), or even walking and jogging are considered external elixir.In Internal Elixir
Qìg�Öæp practice, a practitioner will build up the Qì internally through correct breathing and
meditation methods. When the Qì has been built up to an abundant level, this Qì will then be
distributed outward to nourish the entire body and enhance its vital functions. For example,
Small Circulation (Xi�æ÷¦•Muti��âÀ \�ThY)) and Embryonic Breathing (T��—•+, €Î`o) meditations are considered
internal elixir.From this information, you can see that Grand Circulation (Dàzh�×WF‘�n, Y'ThY)) can include
both External and Internal Elixirs since this category of practice may cover the movements or
the tension of the physical body, but also covers still meditation for the central Qì system. As a
matter of fact, a large portion of Grand Circulation practices contain both External and Internal
Elixir. For example, Tàijí Ball Qìg�Öæp (Tàijíqìú Qìg�ÖærÀ Y*iut�l#RŸ), Martial Qìg�Öæp (w�G‡^• Qìg�ÖærÀ
Qìg�Öæp (j�¶æw6•�o Qìg�ÖærÀ }“h¢l#RŸ), or Tàijí Qìg�Öæp (Y*iul#RŸ) are a mixture of both Inter
Elixirs.Experience teaches that, compared to Internal Elixir Qìg�ÖærÀ External Elixir Qìg�Öæp
practice is simpler, easier, and also safer. However, the benefits that can be obtained from
External Elixir practice are limited to enhancing the health of the physical body. If one wishes to
reach the goal of longevity and spiritual enlightenment, Internal Elixir Qìg�Öæp practice is
essential.J�¶ærÀ Qì, and Shén |¾0�l#0�y^Understanding J�¶æp (essence, |¾), Qì (internal energy, l#), and
(spirit, y^) is one of the most important requirements for effective Qìg�Öæp training. They are the
root of your life and therefore also the root of Qìg�Öæp practice. J�¶ærÀ Qì, and Shén are called
“S��æ!Îo” (N	[ö), which means “The Three Treasures,” “S��àyuán” (N	QC), which means “The Three Origins,”
or “S��æ!�n” (N	g,), which means “The Three Foundations.” In Qìg�Öæp training, a practitioner learns
how to “firm his J�¶æy@ (gùj�¶æs° Vú|¾)—Gù means to firm, solidify, retain, and conserve—and how to
convert it into Qì. This is called “liànj�¶æp huàqì” (}ô|¾S�l#), which means “to refine the J�¶æp and convert it
into Qì.” Then he learns how to lead the Qì to the head to convert it into Shén (also called
nourishing Shén). This is called “liànqì huàshén” (}ôl#S�y^), which means “to refine the Qì and convert
it into (nourish) the Shén.” Finally, the practitioner learns to use his energized Shén to govern
the emotional part of his personality. This is called “liànshén li�æðxìng” (}ôy^N†`'), or “to refine the Shén to
end human (emotional) nature.”These conversion processes are what enable you to gain
health and longevity. As a Qìg�Öæp practitioner, you must pay a great deal of attention to these
three elements during the course of your training. If you keep these three elements strong and
healthy, you will live a long and healthy life. If you neglect or abuse them, you will frequently be
sick and will age prematurely. Each one of these three elements or treasures has its own root.
You must know the roots so you can strengthen and protect your three treasures.J�¤äp
(ESSENCE) |¾The Chinese word J�¶æp means a number of things depending on where, when,
and how it is used. J�¶æp can be used as a verb, an adjective, or a noun. When it is used as a
verb, it means “to refine.” For example, to refine or purify a liquid to a high quality is called
“j�¶ævÆž�é@ (|¾qI). When it is used as an adjective, it is used to describe or signify something which is



“refined,” “polished,” and “pure without mixture.” For example, when a piece of art work is well
done, people say “j�¶æwŽÉ@ (|¾}0), which means “delicate and painstaking” (literally, “pure and fine”) or
“j�¶ævÆž�æy@ (|¾‚o), which means “excellent quality” (literally “pure and good”). When J�¶æp is used to
apply to personal wisdom or personality, it means “keen” and “sharp.” For example, when
someone is smart or wise, they are called “j�¶ævÞÖæy@ (|¾f�), which means “keen and clever.” When
J�¶æp is applied to a thought, it means “profound” or “astute,” and indicates that the idea or plan
was well and carefully considered. When used as a noun for an object, J�¶æp means “the
essence” or “the essentials.” When it is used for the energy side of a being, it means “spirit” or
“ghost.” Since Chinese tradition believes that the male sperm or semen is the refined and the
most essential product of a man, J�¶æp also means sperm or semen.When J�¶æp is used as
“essence,” it exists in everything. J�¶æp may be considered the primal substance or original
source from which a thing is made, and which exhibits the true nature of that thing. When J�¶æp
refers to animals or humans, it means the very original and essential source of life and growth.
This J�¶æp is the origin of the Shén, which makes an animal different from a tree. In humans, J�¶æp
is passed down from the parents. Sperm is called “j�¶æw¡Ð” (|¾[P), which means “the sons of essence.”
When this essence is mixed with the mother’s J�¶æp (egg), a new life is generated which, in
certain fundamental respects, is an intertwinement of the J�¶æp of both parents. The child is
formed, the Qì circulates, and the Shén grows. The J�¶æp that has been carried over from the
parents is called “Yuánj�¶æy@ (QC|¾), which means “Original Essence.”Once you are born, Original J�¶æp
is the fountainhead and root of your life. It is what enables you to grow stronger and bigger.
After birth you start to absorb the J�¶æp of food and air, converting these J�¶æp into the Qì that
supplies your body’s needs. You should understand that when J�¶æp is mentioned in Qìg�Öæp
society, it usually refers to Yuánj�¶æp (Original J�¶ærÀ QC|¾). Qìg�Öæp practitioners believe that Original J�¶æp
is the most important part of you, because it is the root of your body’s Qì and Shén. The
quantity and quality of Original J�¶æp is different from person to person, and it is affected
significantly by your parents’ health and living habits while they were creating you. According to
Chinese medicine, you probably cannot increase the amount of J�¶æp you have. However, it is
believed that Qìg�Öæp training can improve its quality.In Qìg�Öæp training, knowing how to conserve
and firm your Original J�¶æp is of primary importance. To conserve means to refrain from abusing
your Original J�¶æp through overuse. For example, if you are a male and overindulge in sexual
activity, you will lose Original J�¶æp faster and your body will degenerate faster. To firm your J�¶æp
means to keep and protect it. For example, you should know how to keep your kidneys strong.
Kidneys are thought of as the residence of Original J�¶ærà When your kidneys are strong, the
Original J�¶æp will be kept firm and will not be lost without reason. The firming of your Original
J�¶æp is called “Gùj�¶æy@ (Vú|¾), which is translated “to make solid, to firm the essence.” Only after you
know how to retain (meaning to conserve and firm) your Original J�¶æp can you start seeking
ways to improve its quality. Therefore, conserving and firming your J�¶æp is the first step in
training. You need to know the root of your J�¶ærÀ where the Original J�¶æp resides, and how
Original J�¶æp is converted into Qì.The root of your Original J�¶æp before your birth is in your
parents. After birth, this Original J�¶æp stays in its residence, the kidneys, which are now also its
root. When you keep this root strong, you will have plenty of Original J�¶æp to supply your
body.Here, you should know that the Chinese define kidneys as internal kidneys (nèishèn, Qg•N)
and also external kidneys (wàishèn, Y�•N). Internal kidneys are the same kidneys as defined by
Western medicine. However, the external kidneys mean testicles or ovaries. All of these places
(i.e., glands) are capable of producing “Original Essence” (Yuánj�¶ærÀ QC|¾) (i.e., hormones).QÌ
(INNER ENERGY) l#Since we have already discussed Qì at the beginning of this chapter in
general terms, we will now discuss Qì in the human body and in Qìg�Öæp training. Please note



that as of yet, there is no clear explanation of the relationship between all of the circulatory
systems and the Qì circulatory system. The Western world knows of the blood system, nervous
system, and lymphatic system. Now, there is the Qì circulation system from China. How are, for
example, the Qì and the nervous system related? If the nervous system does not match the Qì
system, where does the sensing energy in the nervous system come from? How is the
lymphatic system related to the Qì system? All of these questions are still waiting for study by
modern scientific methods and technology. Here, we can only offer you some theoretical
assumptions based on the currently available research.Chinese medical society believes that
the Qì and blood are closely related. Where Qì goes, blood follows. That is why the term
“Qìxu�¹@ (Qì-blood, l#ˆ@) is commonly used in Chinese medical texts. It is believed that Qì provides
the energy that keeps the blood cells alive. As a matter of fact, it is believed that blood is able
to store Qì and that it helps to transport Air Qì to every cell of the body.If you look carefully, you
can see that the elements of your physical body such as the organs, nerves, blood, and even
every tiny cell are all like separate machines, each with their own unique function. Just like
electric motors, if there is no current in them, they are dead. If you compare the routes of the
blood circulatory system, the nervous system, and the lymphatic system with the course of the
Qì channels, you will see that there is a great deal of correspondence. This is simply because
Qì is the energy needed to keep them all alive and functioning.Now, let us look at your body as
an entire system. Your body is composed of two major parts. The first is your physical body,
and the second is the energy supply your body needs to function. Your body is like a factory.
The organs in your body correspond to the machines required to process raw materials into the
finished product. Some of the raw materials brought into a factory are used to create the
energy with which other raw materials will be converted into finished goods. The raw materials
for your body are food and air, and the finished product is life.The Qì in your body is analogous
to the electric current that the factory obtains from coal or oil via a power plant. The factory has
many wires connecting the power plant to the machines and other wires connecting
telephones, intercoms, and computers. There are also many conveyer belts, elevators, wagons,
and trucks to move material from one place to another. It is no different in your body, where
there are systems of intestines, blood vessels, complex networks of nerves, and Qì channels to
facilitate the supply of blood, sensory information and energy to the entire body. However,
unlike the digestive, circulatory, and central nervous systems—all of whose supportive vessels
can be observed as material structures in the body—Qì channels cannot be observed as
physical objects. The circulatory, nervous, and Qì systems all possess similar configurations
within the body and are distributed rather equally throughout the body.In a factory, different
machines require different levels of electrical current. It is the same for your organs, which
require different levels of Qì. If a machine is supplied with an improper level of power, it will not
function normally and may even be damaged. In the same way, when the Qì level supplied to
your organs is either too positive or too negative, they will be damaged and will degenerate
more rapidly.In order for a factory to function smoothly and productively, it will not only need
high quality machines, but also a reliable power supply. The same goes for your body. The
quality of your organs is largely dependent on what you inherited from your parents. To
maintain your organs in a healthy state and to ensure that they function well for a long time,
you must have an appropriate Qì supply. If you don’t have it, you will become sick.Qì is affected
by the quality of air you inhale, the kind of food you eat, your lifestyle, and even your emotional
make-up and personality. Food and air are like the fuel or power supply, and their quality affects
you. Your lifestyle is like the way you run the machine, and your personality is like the
management of the factory.The above metaphor clarifies the role Qì plays in your body.



However, it should be noted that it is an oversimplification, and that the behavior and function
of Qì is much more complex and difficult to handle than the power supply in a factory. You are
neither a factory nor a robot; you are a human being with feelings and emotions. These feelings
also have a major influence on your Qì circulation. For example, when you pinch yourself, the
Qì in that area will be disturbed. This Qì disturbance will be sensed through the nervous
system and interpreted by your brain as pain. No machine can do this. Moreover, after you
have felt the pain, unlike a machine, you will react either as a result of instinct or conscious
thought. Human feelings and thought affect Qì circulation in the body, whereas a machine
cannot influence its power supply. In order to understand your Qì, you must use your feelings,
rather than just the intellect, to sense its flow and make judgments about it.Now a few words as
to the source of Human Qì. As mentioned, Chinese doctors and Qìg�Öæp practitioners believe
that the body contains two general types of Qì. The first type is called Pre-Birth Qì or Original
Qì (Yuánqì, QCl#). Original Qì is also called “Xi��çF‘�n Qì” (QHY)l#) which, translated literally, means “Pre-
Heaven Qì.” Heaven here means the sky, so Pre-Heaven means before the baby sees the sky.
In other words, before birth. Original Qì comes from converted Original J�¶æp (Yuánj�¶ærÀ QC|¾), which
you received before your birth. This is why Original Qì is also called Pre-Birth Qì. Once the Qì
is converted, it will stay at its residence, the Lower D��çFž�âåF†P second type is called Post-Birth
Qì or “Hòuti��à Qì” (_ŒY)l#), which means “Post-Heaven Qì.” This Qì is drawn from the J�¶æp (i.e.,
essence) of the food and air we take in. As mentioned, the residence of the Post-Birth Qì is the
Middle D��çFž�âà This Qì then circulates and mixes with the Pre-Birth or D��çFž�à Qì (Original Qì)
(Yuánqì, QCl#). Together, they circulate down, passing into the Conception Vessel (Rènmài, Nû•�) and
Governing Vessel (D�¶Þ�’À wc•�), from where they are distributed to the entire body.Pre-Birth Qì is
commonly called “Water Qì” (Shu���ÂÀ l4l#) because it is able to cool down the Post-Birth Qì, which
is called “Fire Qì” (Hu�'�ÂÀ pkl#). Fire Qì usually brings the body to a positive (Yáng) state, which
stimulates the emotions and scatters and confuses the mind. When the Water Qì cools your
body down, the mind will become clear, neutral, and centered. It is believed in Qìg�Öæp society
that Fire Qì supports the emotional part of the body, while Water Qì supports the wisdom
part.After the Fire Qì and Water Qì mix, this Qì will not only circulate to the Conception Vessel
(Rènmài, Nû•�) and Governing Vessel (D�¶Þ�’À wc•�), but will also supply the “Thrusting
Vessel” (Ch�ÖævÞ�’À ˆ]•�), which will lead the Qì directly up through the spinal cord to nourish the
brain and energize the Shén and soul. As will be discussed later, energizing the brain and
raising the Shén are very important in Qìg�Öæp practice.Qì can be divided into two major
categories, according to its function. The first is called “Yíngqì” (Managing Qì, qßl#), because it
manages or controls the functioning of the body. This includes the functioning of the brain and
the organs, and even body movement. Yíngqì is again divided into two major types. The first
type circulates in the channels and is responsible for the functioning of the organs. The
circulation of Qì to the organs and the extremities continues automatically as long as you have
enough Qì in your reservoirs and you maintain your body in good condition. The second type of
Yíngqì is linked to your Yì (mind, intention). When your Yì decides to do something, for
example to lift a box, this type of Yíngqì will automatically flow to the muscles needed to do the
job. This type of Qì is directed by your thoughts and is therefore closely related to your feelings
and emotions.The second major category of Qì is “Wèiqì” (Guardian Qì, ˆ[l#). Wèiqì forms a shield
on the surface of the body to protect you from negative outside influences. Wèiqì is also
involved in the growth of hair, the repair of skin injuries, and many other functions on the
surface of the skin. Wèiqì comes from the Qì channels and is led through millions of tiny
channels to the surface of the skin. This Qì can even extend beyond the body. When your body
is positive (Yáng), this Qì is strong, and your pores will be open. When your body is negative



(Y�¶â’À this Qì is weak, and your pores will close up to preserve Qì.In the summertime, your body
is Yáng and your Qì is strong, so your Qì shield will be bigger and extend beyond your physical
body, and the pores will be wide open. In the wintertime, your body is relatively Y�¶à (negative),
and you must conserve your Qì in order to stay warm and keep pathogens out. The Qì shield is
smaller and doesn’t extend out much beyond your skin.Wèiqì functions automatically in
response to changes in the environment, but it is also influenced significantly by your feelings
and emotions. For example, when you feel happy or angry, the Qì shield will be more open than
when you are sad.In order to keep your body healthy and functioning properly, you must keep
the Yíngqì functioning smoothly and, at the same time, keep the Wèiqì strong to protect you
from negative outside influences such as the cold. Chinese doctors and Qìg�Öæp practitioners
believe that the key to doing this is through Shén. Shén is considered to be the headquarters
that directs and controls the Qì. Therefore, when you practice Qìg�Öæp you must understand what
your Shén is and know how to raise it. When people are ill and facing death, very often the
ones with a strong Shén, which is indicative of a strong will to live, will survive. The people who
are apathetic or depressed will generally not last long. A strong will to live raises the Shén,
which energizes the body’s Qì and keeps you alive and healthy.In order to raise your Shén, you
must first nourish your brain with Qì. This Qì energizes the brain so that you can concentrate
more effectively. Your mind will then be steady, your will strong, and your Shén raised.As a
Qìg�Öæp practitioner, in addition to paying attention to the food and air you take in, it is important
for you to learn how to generate Water Qì and how to use it more effectively. Water Qì can cool
down the Fire Qì and, therefore, slow down the degeneration of the body. Water Qì also helps
to calm your mind and keep it centered. This allows you to judge things objectively. During
Qìg�Öæp practice, you can sense your Qì and direct it effectively.In order to generate Water Qì
and use it efficiently, you must know how and where it is generated. Since Water Qì comes
from the conversion of Original J�¶ærÀ they have both the kidneys for their root. Once Water Qì is
generated, it resides in the Lower D��çFž�à below your navel. In order to conserve your Water Qì,
you must keep your kidneys firm and strong.SHÉN (SPIRIT) y^It is very difficult to find an English
word to exactly express Shén. As in so many other cases, the context determines the
translation. Shén can be translated as spirit, god, immortal, soul, mind, divine, and
supernatural.When you are alive, Shén is the spirit that is directed by your mind. When your
mind is not steady it is said that “X�¶ç6Ž–à Bùníng” (_Ãy^N[ç), which means “the (emotional) mind and
spirit are not at peace.” The average person can use his emotional mind to energize and
stimulate his Shén to a higher state, but at the same time he must restrain his emotional mind
(X�¶âÀ _Ã) with his wisdom mind (Yì, a�). If his Yì can control the X�¶âÀ the mind as a whole will be
concentrated and the Yì can govern the Shén. When someone’s Shén is excited, however, it is
not being controlled by his Yì, so we say, “Shénzhì Bùq�¶æy@ (y^_×Nn�), which means “the spirit and the
will (generated from Yì) are not clear.” In Qìg�Öæp it is very important for you to train your wisdom
Yì to control your emotional X�¶à effectively. In order to reach this goal, Buddhists and Daoists
train themselves to be free of emotions. Only in this way are they able to build a strong Shén
that is completely under their control.When you are healthy you are able to use your Yì to
protect your Shén and keep it at its residence: the Upper D��çFž�âà Even when your Shén is
energized, it is still controlled. However, when you are very sick or near death, your Yì
becomes weak and your Shén will leave its residence and wander around. When you are dead,
your Shén separates completely from the physical body. It is then called a “Hún” (›B) (soul). Often
the term “Shénhún” (y^›B) is used, since the Hún originated with the Shén. Sometimes “Shénhún”
is also used to refer to the spirit of a dying person since his spirit is between “Shén” and
“Hún.”The Chinese believe that when your Shén reaches a higher and stronger state, you are



able to sense and feel more sharply, and your mind is cleverer and more inspired. The world of
living human beings is usually considered a Yáng world (Yángji��âÀ –}•“), and the spirit world after
death is considered a Y�¶à world (Y�¶æ¦‘�n, –p•“). When your Shén has reached its higher, more
sensitive state, you can transcend your mind’s normal capacity. Ideas beyond your usual grasp
can be understood and controlled, and you may develop the ability to sense or even
communicate with the Y�¶à world. This supernatural Shén is called “Líng” (—H). “Líng” describes
someone who is sharp, clever, nimble, and able to quickly empathize with people and things. It
is believed that when you die this supernatural Shén will not die with your body right away. It is
this supernatural Shén (Língshén, —Hy^) that still holds your energy together as a “ghost” (Gu��À ›<).
Therefore, a ghost is also called “Línggu�	@ (—H›<) meaning “spiritual ghost” or “Línghún” (—H›B) meaning
“spiritual soul.”From this you can see that Líng is the supernatural part of the spirit. It is
believed that if this supernatural spiritual soul is strong enough, it will live for a long time after
the physical body is dead and have plenty of opportunity to reincarnate. Chinese people
believe that if a person has reached the stage of enlightenment and Buddhahood when he is
alive, after he dies this supernatural spirit will leave the cycle of reincarnation and live forever.
These spirits are called “Shénmíng” (y^f�), which means “spiritually enlightened beings,” or simply
“Shén” (y^), which here implies that this spirit has become divine. Normally, if you die and your
supernatural spiritual soul is not strong, your spirit has only a short time to search for a new
residence in which to be reborn before its energy disperses. In this case, the spirit is called
“Gu�	@ (›<), which means “ghost.”Buddhists and Daoists believe that when you are alive you may
use your J�¶æp and Qì to nourish the Shén (Y�ææw6Ž–âÀ ™
y^) and make your Líng strong. When this
“Língshén” (—Hy^) is built up to a high level, your will is able to lead it to separate from the physical
body even while you are alive. When you have reached this stage, your physical body is able to
live for many hundreds of years. People who can do this are called “Xi��é@ (NÙ), which means
“immortal,” “god,” or “fairy.” Since “Xi��é@ originated with the Shén, the “Xi��é@ is sometimes called
“Shénxi��é@ (y^NÙ), which means “immortal spirit.” The “Xi��é@ is a living person whose Shén has
reached the stage of enlightenment or Buddhahood. After his death, his spirit will be called
“Shénmíng” (y^f�).The foundation of Buddhist and Daoist Qìg�Öæp training is to firm your Shén,
nourish it, and grow it until it is mature enough to separate from your physical body. In order to
do this, the Qìg�Öæp practitioner must know where the Shén resides and how to keep, protect,
nourish, and train it. It is also essential for you to know the root or origin of your Shén.Your
Shén resides in the Upper D��çFž�à (i.e., brain). When you keep your Yì (i.e., attention) in the
Limbic System at the center of your head, the Shén can be firmed. This center is called “Shén
Dwelling” (Shénshì, y^[¤) or Mud Pill Palace (Níwáng�ÖærÀ låN8[®) in Chinese Qìg�Öærà Firm here means
keep and to protect. When someone’s mind is scattered and confused, his Shén wanders. This
is called “Shén Bù Sh�'W6Ž‰@ (y^N[ˆ‚), which means “the spirit is not kept at its residence.”According to
Qìg�Öæp theory, though your X�¶à (Emotional Mind, _Ã) is able to raise up your spirit, this mind can
also make your Shén confused, so that it leaves its residence. You must constantly engage
your Yì (Wisdom Mind) to restrain and control your Shén at its residence.In Qìg�ÖærÀ when your
Qì can reach and nourish your Shén efficiently, your Shén will be energized to a higher level
and, in turn, conduct the Qì in its circulation. Shén is the force that keeps you alive, and it is
also the control tower for the Qì. When your Shén is strong, your Qì is strong and you can lead
it efficiently. When your Shén is weak, your Qì is weak and the body will degenerate rapidly.
Likewise, Qì supports the Shén, energizing it and keeping it sharp, clear, and strong. If the Qì
in your body is weak, your Shén will also be weak.Once you know the residence of your Shén,
you must understand the root of your Shén and learn how to nourish it and make it grow. We
have already discussed Original Essence (Yuánj�¶ærÀ QC|¾), which is the essential life inherited from



your parents. After your birth, this Original Essence is your most important energy source. Your
Original Qì (Yuánqì, QCl#) is created from this Original Essence, and it mixes with the Qì generated
from the food you eat and the air you breathe to supply the energy for your growth and activity.
Naturally, this mixed Qì is nourishing your Shén as well. While the Fire Qì will energize your
Shén, Water Qì will strengthen the wisdom mind to control the energized Shén. The Shén that
is kept in its residence by the Yì, that is nourished by the Original Qì, is called Original Shén
(Yuánshén, QCy^). Therefore, the root of your Original Shén is traced back to your Original Essence.
When your Shén is energized but restrained by your Yì it is called “J�¶æw6Ž–é@ (|¾y^), literally
“Essence Shén,” which is commonly translated “Spirit of Vitality.”Original Shén is thought of as
the center of your being. It is able to make you calm, clear your mind, and firm your will. When
you concentrate your mind on doing something, it is called “Jùj�¶æp Huìshén” (€Z|¾g�y^), which means
“gathering your J�¶æp to meet your Shén.” This implies that when you concentrate, you must use
your Original Essence to meet and lift up your Original Shén, so that your mind will be calm,
steady, and concentrated. Since this Shén is nourished by your Original Qì, which is
considered Water Qì, Original Shén is considered Water Shén.For those who have reached a
higher level of Qìg�Öæp practice, cultivating the Shén becomes the most important subject. For
Buddhists and Daoists the final goal of cultivating the Shén is to form or generate a Holy
Embryo (Xi��çA�i, NÙ€Î) from their Shén and nourish it until the spiritual baby is born and can be
independent. For the average Qìg�Öæp practitioner, however, the final goal of cultivating Shén is
to raise up the Shén through Qì nourishment while maintaining control with the Yì. This raised-
up Shén can direct and govern the Qì efficiently to achieve health and longevity.In conclusion,
we would like to point out that your Shén and brain cannot be separated. Shén is the spiritual
part of your being and is generated and controlled by your mind. The mind generates the will,
which keeps the Shén firm. The Chinese commonly use Shén (spirit) and Zhì (will) together as
“Shénzhì” (y^_×) because they are so related. In addition, you should understand that when your
Shén is raised and firm, this raised spirit will firm your will. They are mutually related and assist
each other. From this you can see that the material foundation of the spirit is your brain. When
it is said “nourish your Shén,” it means “nourish your brain.” As we discussed previously, the
original nourishing source is your J�¶ærà This J�¶æp is then converted into Qì, which is led to the
brain to nourish and energize it. In Qìg�Öæp practice, this process is called “F�ææ¡+ng B�FáÎo” (•Ô|¾ˆÜ•f),
means “to return the J�¶æp to nourish the brain.”About Muscle/Tendon Changing and Marrow/
Brain Washing Qìg�Öæt—@ is extremely important, before you read any further, to have a general
concept of the Muscle/Tendon Changing and Marrow/Brain Washing Qìg�Öæp (Yìj�¶æ¡+ng/X��7QÐj�¶ærÀ f�{K}“/m�šÓ}“).
These two ancient Qìg�Öæp practices have significantly influenced Chinese religious and martial
arts Qìg�Öæp society. Furthermore, these two practices provide you the crucial keys to health,
longevity, and enlightenment. Without knowing these two practices, your understanding of
Grand Circulation in this book will be shallow. In this section, we will briefly explain these two
Qìg�Öæp practices. If you wish to know more about history, theory, and training of these two
Qìg�Öæw0, please refer to the book, Qìg�ÖærÀ The Secret of Youth, published by YMAA Publication
Center.In this subsection, we will first introduce Dámó (•Tdi), the Indian monk who brought these
practices to China. After that, we will summarize the meaning of Yìj�¶æ¡+ng and X��7QÐj�¶æp and
characterize the purposes of these two trainings. Finally, we will point out the K�æà (WN) and Lí (–â)
training in these two Qìg�Öæp practices.DÁMÓ •TdiDámó (Dharma) (•Tdi), whose last name was S��&NÆÎÀ
(Kshatriya) (RN^�R)) and who was also known as Bodhidarma, was once a prince of a small tribe in
southern India. He was of the Mahayana school of Buddhism and was considered by many to
have been a bodhisattva, or an enlightened being who had renounced nirvana in order to save
others. From the fragments of historical records, it is believed he was born about 483 CE. At



that time, India was considered a spiritual center by the Chinese, since it was the source of
Buddhism, which was still very influential in China. Many of the Chinese emperors either sent
priests to India to study Buddhism and bring back scriptures, or else they invited Indian priests
to come to China to preach. It is believed that Dámó was the second Indian priest to be invited
to China.Dámó was invited to China to preach by Emperor Liáng in 527 CE (Liángw�FNÂÀ Dàtóng
first year, h•kf^�Y'T�N�^t or Wèixiàomíngdì Xiàoch��æp third year, ›O[]f�^�[]f�N	^t). When the emperor decided
Dámó’s Buddhist theory, the monk withdrew to the Shàolín Temple (Shàolínsì, \�g—[ú). When Dámó
arrived, he saw that the priests were weak and sickly, so he shut himself away to ponder the
problem. When he emerged after nine years of seclusion, he wrote two classics: Yìj�¶æ¡+ng (f�{K}“)
(Muscle/Tendon Changing Classic) and X��7QÐj�¶æp (m�šÓ}“) (Marrow/Brain Washing Classic).WHAT ARE
YÌJ�¤ä¡*NG AND X�õ5QÏJ�¤äsõžÀ (f�) means “to change, to replace, or to alter,” J�¶à ({K) means “muscles
and tendons,” and J�¶æp (}“) means “classic or bible.” Therefore, it is commonly translated as
“Muscle Changing Classic, Tendon Changing Classic,” or “Muscle/Tendon Changing Classic.”
“Muscles and tendons” do not refer only to the literal muscles and tendons. It actually refers to
all of the physical system that is related to the muscles and tendons, including the internal
organs. The Yìj�¶æ¡+ng describes Qìg�Öæp theory and training methods that are able to improve your
physical body and change it from weak to strong. Naturally, these methods are also very
effective in maintaining your physical health.X�� (m�) means “to wash” or “to clean.” Su�� (šÓ) includes
“G�G7QÐ” (š¨šÓ), which means “bone marrow,” and “N�æ÷7QÐ” (•fšÓ), which refers to “the brain, including
system, cerebrum, cerebellum, and medulla oblongata.” J�¶æp (}“) means “classic or bible.” This
work is commonly translated “Marrow Washing Classic,” but “Marrow/Brain Washing Classic” is
a more accurate translation. The first translation probably became less popular because of a
misunderstanding of the scope of the work, which had been kept secret for a long period of
time. Also, the goal of “brain washing” is enlightenment or Buddhahood, which, in addition to
being difficult to understand, is less interesting to laymen. It was not until recently, when many
of the secret documents were made available to the general public, that a clearer and more
complete picture of the training emerged. A correct translation shows that X��7QÐj�¶æp training deals
with the bone marrow and the brain. However, the training does not actually focus on the
physical matter of the bone marrow and the brain. Instead, it emphasizes how to lead the Qì to
the bone marrow and brain to nourish them and keep them functioning at an optimal level. The
final goals are to obtain longevity and reach spiritual enlightenment. However, the most
important part of X��7QÐj�¶æp is learning how to wash the negative thoughts from our genetic
memory, such as domination, killing, enslaving, raping, greediness, and selfishness. These
memories have been instilled from oft repeated and constantly occurring incidences
throughout human history, and they continue to obstruct our spiritual evolution.The major
difference between these two classics and the traditional Chinese method was Dámó’s
teaching that the training of the physical body was just as important as the spiritual cultivation.
Without a strong and healthy body, the final goal of spiritual cultivation was hard to reach. This
is called “dual cultivation of temperament and physical life” (Xìngmìng Shu��æw†‘k, `'T}–ÙOî) in Qìg�Öæp
society. Though his new training theory was resisted by many Buddhists, many others believed
his theory and started to train. The Shàolín Temple (Shàolínsì, \�g—[ú) became a center for teaching
his theories, and soon after his death they had spread to every corner of China. His Chán (yª)
meditation was exported to Japan, where it became known as R�¶à (_Í).THE PURPOSES OF THE
YÌJ�¤ä¡*NG AND X�õ5QÏJ�¤äuF†W&P is a section in the documents that talks about the general
purposes of the Yìj�¶æ¡+ng and X��7QÐj�¶ærà It is translated here for your reference.Yìj�¶à G�Öævak is ab
change the tendons and shape, X��7QÐ G�Öævak is able to change the marrow and Shén (spirit).
(They are) especially capable of increasing spiritual bravery, spiritual power, spiritual wisdom,



and spiritual intelligence. Its training methods, compared with the Daoist family’s Liànj�¶æp (train
Essence), Liànqì (train Qì), and Liànshén (train Spirit), are repeatedly mutually related in many
ways, and its Yì (i.e., goal or intention) of practice is completely the same.f�{KRŸY+ÿ�SïcÛ{KcÛ_bÿ�m�šÓRŸY+ÿ�SïcÛšÓcÛy^ÿ�\$SïXžR y^RÇ0�y^R›0�y^fz0�y^ag0�QvRŸlÕ‚�•S[¶NK}ô|¾0�}ôl#0�}ôy^ÿ�N¦_©•�•�vø•�ÿ�€�u(a�RGQhT�0�THE
THE YÌJ�¤ä¡*NGThe main purpose of Yìj�¶æ¡+ng training is to change the physical body from weak
to strong and from sick to healthy. In order to reach this goal, the physical body must be
stimulated and exercised, and the Qì in the energy body must be regulated. The main goals of
the training are:To open up the Qì channels and maintain the appropriate level of smooth Qì
circulation in the twelve primary Qì channels or meridians (Shíèrj�¶ærÀ SANŒ}“). This maintains the
health and proper functioning of the related organs. Smooth Qì circulation also makes it
possible to greatly strengthen the physical body.To fill up the Qì in the two main Qì reservoirs—
the Conception and Governing Vessels (Rènmài and D�¶Þ�’À Nû•�ÿ�wc•�) (i.e., Yìj�¶æ¡+ng Small Circulation)
(Yìj�¶æ¡+ng Xi�æ÷¦•Muti��âÀ f�{K}“\�ThY)). The Conception Vessel is responsible for regulating the six Y�¶à
while the Governing Vessel governs the six Yáng channels. When an abundant supply of Qì is
stored in these two vessels, the twelve primary channels can be regulated effectively.To open
the small Qì branches from the primary channels to the surface of the skin and maintain
healthy conditions for the muscles and skin.For those who also wish to train X��7QÐj�¶æp and reach
a higher level, to build up the necessary level of Qì.THE PURPOSE OF THE X�õ5QÏJ�¤äp
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Visions of Beyond, “Advanced qigong. There is a lot packed into this book, including many
methods not commonly written down. The author is refreshingly humble when he gets to the
limits of his own experience. There are other versions of how to do some of these practices,
such as embryonic breathing, and hopefully it doesn't hurt to read about or try more than one
of them. However, anyone treading into the very advanced methods in this book should do so
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very carefully, ideally with a teacher (although very few of those would really be of much use)”

Lisa B., “Rare and excellent instruction on a profound subject!. I've read many, many books on
Qigong and find Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming to be an exceptionally organized, thorough, and
generous author. Qigong is a deep subject and it takes an especially intelligent and perceptive
teacher to pass this knowledge on without oversimplifying, holding back, or clouding the
subject. In this book you will find every detail clearly laid out for you to practice each step and
reap the benefits for your health and cultivation of the mind.Qigong Grand Circulation for
Spiritual Enlightenment starts with a wonderfully written overview of Qigong basics that I
thoroughly enjoyed. It really helped put a great framework to jump from when heading into the
deep study of Qigong for enlightenment. This book would be a bit of a stretch if you've never
had previous experience with Qigong. If you are completely new to Qigong meditation, I
recommend you start with one of Dr. Yang's earlier books, like Qigong Meditation Small
Circulation. If you have previous experience, then this book will answer many of your questions
and take you further than you can imagine.”

Urban Qi, “Clear synthesis of a lifelong journey understanding Qigong's role in spiritual
cultivation.. Having read the majority of Dr. Yang's previous books, this current exposition is the
most clear. Both the explicit illustrations and expository writing inform those who are new to
Qigong as well as those that are seasoned to the exploration of Grand Circulation Qigong as a
route for spiritual cultivation. Most fascinating was the strategy of dual or partner cultivation for
mutual benefit in this journey. For the seeker committed to piercing the veil to enter the Yin side
in order to "be in the world, but not of it" this book provides a good map with which to strategize
your trek.”

Amanda, “Essential Companion Guide. The text is skillfully developed to provide the serious
practitioner with a structure that can be easily applied. While the text requires many 'goings-
over' by the reader to ensure the mind hasn't skipped over something, the depth of the
information provided makes it an essential companion on the path of self-cultivation. I have
found it helpful to have Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming's other books: "Qi Gong Meditation - Embryonic
Breathing", "The Root of Chinese Qi Gong", and "Qi Gong, the Secret of Youth", by my side to
refer to.On a personal note, I wish to express my deepest gratitude to Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming for
his service in providing the West with these precise and expertly researched texts. One can
only imagine what could have been lost without his meticulous translations of ancient writings,
and how many hours must have gone into these works. I consider these texts among the most
important in my library.”

JOSE MUNOZ, “great summary of qigong grand circulation. Extremely clear analysis and
descriptions. It is so good that in my opinion Dr. Yang should re-writte some of the previous
with the same clarity”

The book by Yang Jwing-Ming has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 13 people have provided feedback.
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